
 

May 24th, 2017 Patch Notes 

Instances 

1. Greedy Bandits have infiltrated some Archdaeva instances. 

       

      

- There is a random chance that one of four bandits may spawn in the following instances: 

Instances 

Archives of Eternity Cradle of Eternity 



Fallen Poeta Drakenseer's Lair 

Adma's Fall Theobomos Test Chamber 

 

- Upon killing the bandit, they will drop a bag of treasure for each group member that will open 

immediately upon pickup. The type of treasure is specific to the type of bandit that was killed. 

2. Instance difficulty has been eased on the following Archdaeva instances. 

- Player characters will deal more damage and receive less damage. 

Instances 

Archives of Eternity 

Fallen Poeta Drakenseer's Lair 

Adma's Fall Theobomos Test Chamber 

 

Quests 

1. New repeatable quests have been added for Archdaeva instances. They can be obtained from 

Bobonerk in the capital cities and Iluma/Norsvold, and give large amounts of experience when 

completed. 

 

Characters 

1. It is now possible to save and load character appearances. 

- When at the character creation screen, click the new “Save” button in the lower left corner to create a 

specially-formatted screenshot that has character data. This can also be done in-game by pressing Ctrl + 

Print Screen, which will save data for the character you are currently playing as. 

- Character appearance screenshots will be saved to the Screenshot folder by default, with 

“AionCustomize####” as the name – for example, “AionCustomize0001.jpg.” To set a new save path, 

click the “Path” button. 

- To load an appearance, click the “Appearance” tab on the left of the Character Customization screen to 

view eligible screenshots. This can also be done when using Plastic Surgery Tickets and Gender Switch 

Tickets. 

NOTE: Any kind of editing of the screenshot file runs the risk of corrupting the character appearance 

data, which will render the screenshot unusable. 



NOTE: These files can be shared and will work as long as they are unedited. Please exercise appropriate 

caution when receiving files over the Internet from unknown sources. 

 

 

Prestige Pack 

1. Prestige Pack monthly bonus bundles have had their Ceramium Medals exchanged with Spinel Medals. 

 

Others 

1. Added a Siege graphics optimization setting and hotkey. 

- If you are experiencing performance issues during periods of intense gameplay (such as during sieges), 

this setting can be used to improve performance. With one click, it will set graphics to the lowest 

options. It can be found in Options  Graphics Options  Siege Optimization. 

- A hotkey setting has been added (default Shift + F11) under Key Mapping  Functions  Additional 

Functions, which will toggle this setting on or off. 



- When turning the setting on or off, you may experience a momentary slowdown while the graphics 

engine adjusts. 

 

 


